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Get the most out of Windows XP using this friendly, solutions-oriented guide. See how much you can do with the world’s most popular operating system--including making movies and playing music--and learn about all its new updates such as networking for both home and office, faster boot features, better security, and improved Web browsing.     

       Learn to run this sophisticated operating system with ease and enjoy the many features that make XP an efficient, rock-solid computing environment. Tap powerful functionality like home and small-office networking, Media Player, system security, and privacy protection. Manage files and folders, searches, and taskbar grouping with the simplified visual design. Communicate through text messaging, voice, or video through Windows Messenger. View, store, and organize digital photographs with My Pictures. Quickly change custom desktop configurations with fast user-switching. How To Do Everything with Windows XP will help you accomplish more in less time than you ever imagined.
	Operate effectively in the Home or Professional environments   
	Configure the XP desktop and master the XP Control Panel   
	Use the innovative features of Internet Explorer 6 and Network Setup Wizard   
	Access and run a virtual desktop through Remote Desktop and Remote Assistance   
	Capture, edit, organize, and share home movies with Windows Movie Maker   
	Play DVDs, store digital music, or burn CDs with the media player   
	Unleash greater networking capabilities   
	Bridge networks, create firewalls, and use new security features   
	Play games with greater stability and support features   
	Learn the advantages of Windows 2000-generation code   


About the Author
   
Curt Simmons (Saint Jo, Texas) is a freelance writer and technical trainer who specializes in Windows operating systems and BackOffice products. He holds the Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) and Microsoft Certified Trainer certifications (MCT). Aside from his technical expertise, Curt has a BA in English and a Master's degree in education. He has been working with windows Me since Beta 1. His numerous other books include MCSE Study Tips for Dummies, Configuring Windows 2000 Server, and the forthcoming Active Director Bible from IDG Books.
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Linear Programming: An Introduction with ApplicationsAcademic Press, 1993


	This book is aimed at freshman, sophomores, and juniors in college who

	are even remotely interested in some of the current applications of

	mathematics to the real world. The difficulty with most of the other linear

	programming books on the market is that they are high end books, written

	primarily in a fairly rigorous fashion...
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Discrete Geometry and Optimization (Fields Institute Communications)Springer, 2013

	â€‹Optimization has long been a source of both inspiration and applications for geometers, and conversely, discrete and convex geometry have provided the foundations for many optimization techniques, leading to a rich interplay between these subjects. The purpose of the Workshop on Discrete Geometry, the Conference on Discrete Geometry and...
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CompTIA A+ Certification: Comprehensive 2009 (Ilt Series)Crisp Learning, 2011

	Our manuals facilitate your learning by providing structured interaction with the software itself. While we provide text to explain difficult concepts, the hands-on activities are the focus of our courses. By paying close attention as your instructor leads you through these activities, you will learn the skills and concepts effectively.
...
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Mobile Robot Navigation with Intelligent Infrared Image InterpretationSpringer, 2009
Mobile robots require the ability to make decisions such as "go through the hedges" or "go around the brick wall." Mobile Robot Navigation with Intelligent Infrared Image Interpretation describes in detail an alternative to GPS navigation: a physics-based adaptive Bayesian pattern classification model that uses a...
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Debugging Microsoft  .NET 2.0 Applications (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2006
Traditionally, tools for performance tuning, testing applications, and debugging code have been expensive, hard to learn, and difficult to use. While previous versions of Microsoft Visual StudioÐ’® have included debuggers and other code-improvement tools, Visual Studio 2005 presents developers with robust and useful tools and processes to...
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Arduino Sketches: Tools and Techniques for Programming WizardryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Master programming Arduino with this hands-on guide


	Arduino Sketches is a practical guide to programming the increasingly popular microcontroller that brings gadgets to life. Accessible to tech-lovers at any level, this book provides expert instruction on Arduino programming and hands-on practice to test your skills....
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